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Тимо Туканен (Timo Tuhkanen) известен в мире авангарда 
как специалист в области микротональной музыки и 
ксенгармональной настройки инструмента. На своих 
концертах Тимо использует две гитары, настроенные 
особым способом, смычки и практически не использует 
гитарные эффекты. Туканен в юности изучал индийскую 
классическую музыку, поэтому его выступления 
ориентированы в большей степени на восточную 
исполнительскую традицию. Помимо музыки, Тимо 
занимается современным искусством, литературой, 3D 
анимацией, а так же снимает фильмы.
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�is score has become for me a document of his-
torical occurrence, rather then just a description 
of musical events.

And as such I have decided to publish it as it is, 
without rewriting the parts of which seem to 
need it in terms of clarity of handwriting.

As such there are three layers, this my writing 
now, as well as the dynamic and other indica-
tions in pencil which were written a�er the �rst 
performance, and then the score written initially 
for the musicians.

�e piece was premièred in Tchaikovsky City 
11.9.2014 and received performances on the 
12.92014 in Perm Music College and the cham-
ber hall of the Moscow Philharmonic 15.9.2014.
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�e text is made up of words from the Finnish language which originate from Russian.

In itself the piece plays with a metaphor of the past and the present, and especially looks at my 
personal subjective, and perception in general in Finland and in Russia towards the occur-
rences in Finland during the �rst few days of the Bolshevik revolution and the start of Finnish 
independence.

�is is done by a process which highlights the process by which we edit and censor our memo-
ries of the past to suit our present needs and desires, the outcome of which is not always pleas-
ant for us.

�e text edits itself from a simple list in a manor which in the �nal presentation, before the 
“fast-forward” - that removes axillary meaning and ends up with as little interpretation as pos-
sible, a�er the fast-forwarding the pieces still remain but detached from the original or even 
manipulated meaning only remaining as echoes of distorted memories and decoration.

All the structural elements as well as pitches are taken from the objects and people encountered 
during the writing period in Tchaikovsky City.

And especially important became the up and down motif in the second part taken directly from 
the shape of curtains in the dining room I at in every day, in the words of a Perm business man 
encountered on the trip:

Curtains are things that you use to cover your sight so you don’t see when someone is killed.



through your instrument, marcato 80mm







attack suddenly







blow through not fully articulating, �oating



this changing between 
op.vd and cl.vd is very 
important















(not actually said)


